THEMATIC TRACK

**General abstract** (max. 200 words) which should contain the following:

Shortly describe your research or project.

**Extended summary** (max. 1000 words)

Describe your research or project more in-depth. Please make sure you clearly describe the link with the theme of the thematic track “Learning and innovating in field labs: addressing wicked problems in collaboration with external stakeholders in higher professional education”

Submissions can for instance focus on:

- How can a process be fostered that yields value and enhances learning of all parties involved?

- How can the relation with the (external) stakeholders of higher education be managed and made sustainable, to foster participants’ learning in participatory and adaptive approaches?

- How to address and translate wicked problems into relevant education and research by HPE institutions?

- What do companies and organizations expect from higher education in order to foster students’ competences towards addressing wickedness?

- How can the absorption capacity of HPE institutes for transdisciplinary collaboration and learning be enhanced? What is the role of leadership and management in this respect?

- How can mutual understanding and a shared language be created to support learning and innovation?